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THE LAST BOOK, FROM 2013, WAS A BIT OF A SURVEY FOR 
SCHOLARS FROM AROUND THE WORLD ABOUT RESEARCH. 
HOW IS THIS NEW VOLUME DIFFERENT? 
Future Directions is designed to be both a deeper exploration of 
three themes from the first book — social justice, professional 
capital, and systems change — and a unique contribution that 
weaves the three areas together. This anthology features global 
perspectives that challenge the conventional approaches to 
educational change, such as how do we authentically blend 
issues of equity and justice in education, and how do we 
elevate the teaching profession.  

IN TALKING WITH SCHOLARS, WHAT ARE SOME OF THE 
MOST POWERFUL FORCES DRIVING EDUCATIONAL 
CHANGE TODAY? 
There are at least three that mirror the strands of this 
volume: addressing inequity, broadening discourse, and 
changing systems. We have a chapter in Future Direc-
tions book about New Zealand’s program to train a new 
generation of principals as change agents that can ad-
dress issues of injustice head on. South African scholar 
Brahm Fleisch offers a chapter that challenges the global 
education conversation to move beyond American and 
European focus and expand to be inclusive of the challenges, op-
portunities, and innovations emerging in places like India, Kenya, and South Africa. Given 
that issues of justice, quality, and system-wide solutions are areas of debate across the globe, it stands 
to reason that looking beyond our own boundaries to other nations can offer new ideas and exchange that 
can enrich our understanding.

OBVIOUSLY THERE IS NO SILVER BULLET, BUT FROM YOUR DISCUSSIONS WITH SCHOLARS, HOW DO 
WE GO ABOUT MAKING MEANINGFUL CHANGES IN EDUCATION? 
It is worth first considering that many countries across continents are engaged in extensive education 
reforms aimed, from the policy perspective, to improve access, quality, and outcomes of education. The 
question is, are all these policies leading to desired outcomes? Are they providing adequate resources, 
supports, proper accountability structures, time, and wide constituent engagement to make a real, positive 
difference for all learners? While there is no one right way to engage in educational change, our book offers 
several considerations, including the importance of addressing equity as the center of educational change 
and teacher ownership in the learning process.

WHAT ARE YOU WORKING ON NEXT? 
I recently published The Growing Out-of-School Time Field: Past, Present, and Future, a book that offers 
an analysis from 39 domestic scholars and practitioners on how afterschool and summer learning have 
evolved over the past two decades and in what directions out-of-school time learning might be headed. I 
have also edited the first special issue of the Journal of Professional Capital and Community on broaden-
ing professional community through collaborative partnerships.

Robinson was national director 
of practitioner development for 
Boston-based City Year Inc. 

 
2007

Camille Aragon, Ed.M., is spear-
heading the implementation of 
Nioroga Institutes’ evidence-based 
stress resilience program, Dynamic 
Mindfulness. The goal, she writes, 
“is to educate a million mindful 
children.” Aragon recently launched 
the first Dynamic Mindfulness 
program in the Los Angeles Unified 
School District, at Canoga Park High 
School. For details, reach out to her 
at camille@niroga.org

Vince Bertram, Ed.D., released 
Dream Differently: Candid Advice 
for America’s Students. This is Ber-
tram’s second book. He is president 
and CEO of Project Lead the Way.

Andrew Elrick, Ed.M., was named 
executive director of the David 
Rockefeller Center for Latin Ameri-
can Studies at Harvard University. 
Prior, Elrick was director of admin-
istration of the Global Initiative at 
Harvard Business School. 

Liz Moulton, Ed.M., was elected to 
the board of trustees for the Essex 
County Community Foundation in 
Danvers, Massachusetts. She is 
currently a senior client partner 
in the global sports and nonprofit 
practices unit at Korn Ferry, an 
executive search firm.

2010

David Dixon, Ed.M., was recently 
promoted to lieutenant colonel in 
the United States Marines. He is 
stationed near Washington, D.C. 

Gretchen Schell, Ed.M., married 
William Paul Froehlich III in New 
Haven, Connecticut, on November 
11, 2017. She is manager of client 
services at Cheetah Digital in New 
York. Prior, she was an ELA teacher.

Trevor Ivey, Ed.M., was named 
principal of Willow Drive Elementary 

Q&A WITH HELEN JANC MALONE, ED.M.’07, ED.D.’13
BY ANDREW BAULD, ED.M.’16

HELEN JANC MALONE has devoted her career to better understanding the future of 
education. She is director of education policy and institutional advancement at the 
Institute for Educational Leadership, and the author of Leading Educational Change, 
which looks at the latest research from around the globe. We talked with Malone 
about her new volume, Future Directions of Educational Change, which she edited 
along with fellow Ed School alum SANTIAGO RINCÓN-GALLARDO, ED.M.’07, ED.D
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